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Current Promotion Materials

The Georgetown Wooden Boat Show – held on the third 
weekend in October – features one of the Southeast’s best 
wooden boat exhibits with more than 140 classic wooden boats 
displayed on land and water, children’s model boatbuilding, 
knot tying, maritime art and crafts, food and music. A special 
attraction is Saturday’s Wooden Boat Challenge when teams of 
two race to build a rowing skiff within a 4-hour time limit and 
then test their boats for seaworthiness in a rowing relay on the 
Sampit River. Sunday is a fun-filled family oriented day that 
includes a Cardboard Boat Regatta, and an Opti Pram Regatta.

https://vimeo.com/145314
242&autoplay=1

https://woodenboatshow.com



Website Front Page



https://www.facebook.com/GeorgetownWoodenBoatShow/vi
deos/vl.308917869534391/1568993043113597/?type=1

Current 
Promotions 
on Facebook



Past 
Show 
Posters



Ideation
Concepts from presentations:

Appreciate, Dream, Kinship, Match Set, Alive 
and continuing, Expression of self, Timeless

Concepts from video:

Town pride, Handmade design, 
Historic/Heritage, Well kept, Straight and 
symmetrical lines, Life connected to and built 
around the water, Soften inorganic lines to 
match organic lines, Interaction with 
craftsmen, Everyday people, Live 
building/participating

Concepts of  Wood:

Solid, Organic, Malleable, Age with beauty, 
Sculpting, Man/Wood/Water, Heritage, 
Balance, Nature to use in nature

Concepts from imagery:

Wood grain, Piers and water, Paintings and 
photography, Waterlines/hull lines/bow lines, 
Perpendicular lines, Repeated parallel lines, 
Reflections on water surface, Clear sky, 
Model boats



Conceptualization

Man/Wood/Water
Life around water

Match set
Piers & water

Heritage
Appreciation

Timeless
Town Pride

Nature to use in nature
Model boats

Reflections on water

Sculpted
Handmade design

Painting & Photography
Repeated parallel lines

PRIDE

BALANCE

RESTORE

SYMMETRY

PLEASURE



Concept

Time In Balance

Old and new live in a continuous state of balance. 

The best of the old is restored, refreshed, and respected so it will continue.

The new is always a reflection of what came before.

Restoration of a town icon, and a dream of a better tomorrow



Mood Board



Design Research

Primavera Sound James Rhodes
https://vimeo.com/219833841

Textures Painterly quality

Clouds by Diego Maclean
https://vimeo.com/152477009

Fix Florida
https://vimeo.com/175265555

Panarama



Storyboard Sketches



Style Frame



Process

My starting point was the town’s mural of the waterfront. It was painted 20 years ago and was renovated 
this year. It depicts a block of buildings on the Georgetown Waterfront.



The mural, docks, Cypress trees and marsh landscapes of the area are used to tell the first-person story 
of a gorgeous day on the water in a handcrafted canoe.

Design

Pride, craftsmanship, balance, and omnipresent parallel and reflected lines directed my concep-
tualization to high resolution design of details of iconic elements of life on the water.

Referencing the “Fix Florida” informational video, I planned a short series of shots that could be seamed 
together using shifting perspectives.



Design

First, the main scenes were developed using imagery from the town and classic waterfronts 
experiences. Depth of field and horizontal and vertical lines guided me to the three main locations.

I composited the 
scenes from 
photos found on 
the web, and  my 
own, and 
sketched them.



Each scene was created in Photoshop and the layers exported to png for use in After Effects.



The scenes were then aligned in a wide composition in After Effects. This allowed me to address the 
transitions between the scenes, and to workout the timing of the horizontal pan for the final project.



As elements of the scenes came together, I planned what motion elements could be added.



Final Version

These scenes have lots of room for any number of wildlife, plants, people and objects. 
Ultimately, I kept them very simple, focusing on the quality of the textures and perspectives. 


